Baseline correction plays an important role in past and current methodological debates in ERP research (e.g. the Tanner v. Maess debate in Journal of Neuroscience Methods), serving as a potential alternative to strong highpass filtering. However, the very assumptions that underlie traditional baseline also undermine it, making it statistically unnecessary and even undesirable and reducing signal-to-noise ratio. Including the baseline interval as a predictor in a GLM-based statistical approach allows the data to determine how much baseline correction is needed, including both full traditional and no baseline correction as subcases, while reducing the amount of variance in the residual error term and thus potentially increasing statistical power.
Introduction
Baseline correction belongs to one of the standard procedures in ERP research (cf. Luck 2005 ), yet comes with two inherent difficulties: the choice of baseline interval and the assumption that there are no systematic differences between conditions in the baseline interval. Often discussed in conjunction with highpass filtering, baseline correction is argued to be an artifact free way to compensate for signal drifts in electrophysiological recordings (cf. the recent debate started in the Journal of Neuroscience Methods elicited by a paper on filter artifacts in Psychophysiology: B. Tanner, Morgan-Short, and Luck 2015; Tanner et al. 2016; Burkhard Maess, Schröger, and Widmann 2016; Widmann, Schröger, and Maess 2015) . In the following we will demonstrate that regardless of the choice of baseline interval or highpass filter setting, traditional baseline correction is never an optimal procedure with modern statistical methods. In short the correct way to address potential bias introduced by signal drifts is by including the baseline period in the statistical analysis.
The General Linear Model in ERP Research
At the heart of all common analyses in ERP research, whether repeatedmeasures ANOVA or various forms of explicit regression, is the General Linear Model:
where the Y represents a column vector of observed EEG data (usually averaged over a given time-window and in ANOVA-based approaches, averaged over trials), the X i represent various predictors and covariates, the β i represent the (statistically determined) weights of the X i and ǫ represents the error term. In its usual form, the error term is assumed to be homogenous, i.e having the same variance across the entire model and thus independent of any particular observation (the homoskedacity assumption). In the case of baseline-corrected statistics analyses, we can decompose the Y column into
(Note that it doesn't matter whether the baseline is subtracted from the entire epoch before averaging within a given time window or afterwards because the baseline correction for a given epoch is a constant and the average of the difference is the same as the difference to the average.)
This means that we can re-express our GLM as:
which we can further rewrite as:
To highlight the fact that the baseline correction is now on the "predictors" side of the equation, we change its name from Y baseline to X baseline
We note that this is just a special case of a linear model with the baseline correction as a predictor with the special case that β baseline = 1 (and no baseline correction is exactly the case that β baseline = 0. This already suggests a more general way forward: we make the baseline interval a proper predictor and allow the model to determine the weight empirically. Nonetheless, let us consider the usual assumptions of classical baseline correction.
The Underlying Assumptions of Traditional Baseline Correction Makes It Irrelevant
For traditional baseline correction to be valid, we assume that experimental conditions (whether traditional discrete, factorial conditions or "continuous conditions" in more naturalistic and less parametric designs) do not differ systematically in the electrophysiological activity in their respective baseline intervals. If they were to differ systematically in their baseline interval, then traditional baseline correction would move effects from the baseline window into window of interest (cf. Luck 2005) . Component overlap between trials present a particular set of problems for this assumption (cf. Luck 2005), although component overlap within trials is also problematic and several methods have been proposed to address this issue (Smith and Kutas 2014a; Smith and Kutas 2014b) . In the following, we will ignore this particular problem for simplicity and without loss of generality.
As we have assumed no systematic differences in the baseline interval between conditions, we can think of the vector of baseline vectors as noise: X baseline ∼ N (0, σ 2 baseline ), which we assume to normally distributed without loss of generality. In this case, our linear model simplifies to:
In other words, under these assumptions, traditional baseline correction increases the variance of the error term, i.e. increases the noise, without otherwise impacting the inferential engine! However, we have made a small yet potentially misleading equivalency, namely that "no systematic differences in the electrophysiological activity in the baseline interval" is the same as "no systematic differences in the baseline interval". Other physical and environmental differences may lead to conditions differing systematically in their baseline interval. In the case that they differ only in their mean, then the previous observation holds, although estimates may be slightly biased, as
which will shift the intercept term in the GLM in order to achieve the assumed centering of error distribution at zero, but otherwise have little impact on the inferences in question.
If, however, the variance of the baseline interval differs, then we no longer meet the assumption of homoskedacity, as the resulting error term ǫ ′ is not homogenous across conditions.
Explicit Regression on Single-Trial Data as an Optimal Solution
Returning to explicit regression without the baseline window included in the error term, we can consider the simple case of one experimental predictor:
In line with modern practice, we assume that this is a single-trial analysis, although the same should hold, albeit less optimally, for aggregated analyses. Including X baseline as a predictor, we use the data to determine the weighting of the baseline correction, with β baseline = 1 corresponding to traditional baseline correction and β baseline = 0 corresponding to no baseline correction. Now, if the conditions differ in the amount of baseline correction "necessary", we can straightforwardly address this by adding an interaction term to our model:
This interaction term allows the amount of baseline correction to vary by condition, as would be e.g. necessary if changes in the external environment during the experiment (electrode gel warming up, participant sweating, changes in ambient electrical noise) change during the course of experiment, especially for block designs. However, even in the case of non-block designs, this actively accounts for issues resulting from randomization order (and can be complemented by added main-effect and interaction terms for index / the trial sequence).
As this procedure allows the data to determine how much baseline correction is warranted by condition, it is optimal and not as strongly dependent on the assumption of "no systematic differences" assumption. Moreover, this method includes traditional baseline correction as well as no baseline correction as special cases and thus supersedes those methods.
This method does, however, have a few "disadvantages". It functions best with unaggregated (i.e. single-trial) data and explicit regression approaches (i.e. not AN(C)OVA); however, these are often considered best practice anyway. Numerically, other issues may arise if there is large signal drift and thus variables on vastly different scales; however, once again best statistical practice, namely centering and scaling variables, provides a solution to this problem.
2 More challenging is that the additional parameters in these models increase both computational complexity and the amount of data necessary for reliable parameter estimation. This is especially true for models including topographical information (e.g. channels name or position in a multi-channel recording). The computational complexity is hard to address, but the requirement for more data is again in line with contemporary best practice to address the chronic lack of power in neuroscience (cf. Button et al. 2013) . Regularization (e.g. ridge regression or LASSO in the frequentist framework, sparsity priors in the Bayesian framework) can also help. This method is also somewhat more difficult to integrate into procedures not based on the GLM, such as independent-component analysis and source localization. Finally, this method does not address issues related to the selection of the baseline interval, which remains an open question and a researcher degree of freedom.
Conclusion
Baseline correction is in many ways the twin of filtering in EEG preprocessing, serving both to replace stronger filtering and ultimately functioning as a filter itself (see above discussion in Psychophysiology and Journal of Neuroscience Methods). However, traditional baseline correction is self defeating, increasing noise and not affecting signal in exactly those situations fulfilling its assumptions. Here, we have a presented a straightforward extension of the modern statistical analysis that supercedes the traditional baseline correction, allowing the data to dynamically determine the strength of the correction, while including both traditional baseline correction and no baseline correction as limiting cases. Extending Tanner and colleagues comments a bit (2016), we can find out whether and how much baseline correction is a good idea.
